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1. Augmented Reality: a brief introduction

Knowledge and skills can be provided by different means from a teacher to a learner. Technological
developments increase the pedagogical options. One new technology is Augmented Reality. It can be
applied to make learning more interactive and more collaborative. Augmented Reality means the
enrichment of the visible reality by digital objects (holograms). For accessing it special hard- and
software is needed.
The key question for an application in work-based learning environment is: What is the pedagogical
added value of it?
Augmented Reality can be applied as a teaching method and/or to provide technical skills (“AR as a
goal”).

2. Hardware
In recent years, smart devices like smartphones and smart glasses got more accessible due to
advances in computing and in storage media. The bottleneck is the availability of suitable and
professional content for an application in the classroom and in working environments.
For workplace application the Microsoft HoloLens 2 dominates as well as smaller supplier as
Realwear and Vuzix provide enterprise grade devices. Magic Leap, nreal and prospectively Apple
approach the consumer-focussed market.
Relevant factors for buying an AR glass are:







Price
Battery duration
Field of view
Weight
Control: gesture or voice
Available learning content

Microsoft HoloLens 2

Vuzix Blade

With both glasses real-time support and remote training (see below explanation) is possible. The
HoloLens 2 Also enables the interaction with complex 3D models.
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3. Software
To access AR capabilities of a smart glass or a smart phone relevant apps must be installed. According
to different operating systems: Microsoft HoloLens 2 (Windows), Vuzix (Android), Apple phones
(IOS), Android phones (Android) certain apps are available. They are accessible for free or paid or
also self-developed.
Within the BioComp project the remote support or remote training options was chosen. These
does not require any software programming.

Microsoft Dynamics 365 Remote Assist
(monthly subscription, 55 €/month)

Vuzix remote assist (monthly subscription
50 USD/month)

Hard- and Software setting:

a) Microsoft HoloLens 2
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b) Vuzix Blade
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4. Pedagogical options
Augmented Reality is the choice for instruction-led trainings of technical skills and the provision of
professional knowledge by involving an expert (remote support) or by pre-defined learning paths. In
addition, “instructor-loose” training is possible, when training in-depth knowledge with interactive
digital twins of objects (e. g. machinery).
Augmented Reality applications range from the annotation of live video streams with simple
holograms (Remote Training) to the interaction of digital copies or digital twins of e. g. a machine.

Source: SBG Dresden (synchronous AR Remote Training at chemical pilot plant)

Full video (accessible under: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pdKW-hF20jI or by QR code.)
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AR Remote training is the pedagogical option, if:









Provision of professional or technical knowledge from expert to learner
Training of hands-free work routines (subsequent tasks)
Guidance during emergency cases or during maintenance tasks
Trainer and learner are not in the same room/place
Audio-visual real-time assistance
Recorded sessions can be used as learning videos or for documentation purposes and
Enabling experienced learners to instruct learners.

The use of these technology can make learning more motivating, more time efficient and more
social. Former paper-based instructions can be virtualised with AR. This leads to a faster
implementation as well as to new communication and collaboration forms (e. g. transition from
teacher-learner to a peer focused learner-learner setting).

5. Communication and collaboration forms
In the project BioComp, the bilateral AR use, between a learner and a teacher or trainer (1:1), is
central. Further scenarios like multiple learners at once and one trainer (n:1) were not considered.
However, the recording of AR remote training sessions and their subsequent or asynchronous
screening, as a learning video to multiple users, is suitable.
The table below presents selected 1:1 communication and collaboration forms. The most suitable
options are marked with green colour.
Learners and teachers can be in the same room (“direct”) or in different rooms (“indirect”). The
communication can take place at the same time (“synchronous”) or at different times
(“asynchronous”).
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AR remote training
(computer to smart glass
or smartphone)

Direct synchronous communication

The learner, who wears AR glasses or used a
smartphone with AR capabilities, receives realtime support by the teacher/trainer, which is
connected by his/her device (e.g. laptop or
desktop). He/she provides audiovisual instruction
to the learner by the integration of simple
holograms (e.g. arrow). These holograms are
created by teacher on his/her computer and
projected in real-time, in the field of view of the
smart glasses which the learner wears or they are
visible on the smartphone screen.

Indirect synchronous
communication

This is the same scenario as direct,
synchronous communication, only that
the teacher / trainer is not in the room.
AR remote training suits the best if the
learner and the trainer are in different
locations.

Asynchronous communication

The AR remote training is finished and
recorded. Sometime after the recording of
the sessions a further learner watches the
video. He/she obtains knowledge listen to
the comments and the simultaneous
carrying out of subsequent tasks. The
recorded video was filmed from a firstperson view and can be considered as
more efficient to provide practical skills,
in comparison to a “normal” third person
learning video.

The teacher can advise and correct on working
tasks, the learner carries out, in real-time. In this
scenario, the teacher/trainer is in the same room as
the learner. AR remote training works the best for
subsequent tasks, e.g. opening and closing valves
or for technical maintenance operations.
The teacher/trainer wears AR glasses or uses a
smartphone with AR capabilities. The learner
watches in real-time, by using his/her desktop
computer/tablet/smartphone, what the trainer
does. The trainer can create simple holograms to
emphasize important working steps or the learner
creates holograms, to support his/her verbalized
questions. The teacher and trainer are in the same
room.
AR remote training works the best for subsequent
tasks, e.g. opening and closing valves or for
technical maintenance operations.
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This is the same scenario as direct,
synchronous communication, only
that the teacher / trainer and the
learner are not in the same room. If
there are any questions, audiovisual
communication will be used.

The AR remote training is finished and
recorded. Sometime after the recording of
the sessions a further learner watches the
video. He/she obtains knowledge listen to
the audiovisual comments and the
simultaneous carrying out of subsequent
tasks. The video was filmed from a firstperson view and can be considered as
more efficient to provide practical skills,
in comparison to “normal” third person
learning videos.

6. Decision paths
AR can be used to provide technical skills (“AR as a goal”) or it can be used as a teaching method.
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